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If you are either trying to find event space in NYC for small, intimate get togethers of less than thirty
people or maybe you will be hosting a major event requiring seating for around one thousand, you
can find what you are searching for by scoping out several of the hottest venues throughout the city.

There are small studio style meeting rooms with balconies all the way up to large, outdoor
performance style arenas which will allow for a lot of seating and standing room for any people who
choose to mingle during large gatherings. Normally all venues will have special deals per particular
amounts of guests and the discounts increase as your guest count rises similar to the amounts of
amenities you can choose as part of your package pricing.

There is also event space in NYC to accommodate weddings and reunions and depending on the
kind of package you select , catering is also obtainable. After meeting with the venue director, you
can then choose the type of seating, if any, you will be needing.

Also you can pick between buffet style dinners or up to five course sit down meals. and whether or
not you will be providing your own entertainment. The event director can do that for you if you'd
prefer and will include the entertainment with your package pricing.

Based on how formal the event is and the kind of entertainment you have selected, many event
space NYC venues will provide everything from the disc jockey to the dance floor. You may also
choose between an open bar or all beverages bundled with the package price.

There are lots of excellent packages and venues to choose from, there's no question your every
need will be dealt with in the most professional accommodating atmosphere. From the cozy and
intimate atmosphere to the breathtaking views of the city, there is no venue too large or too small to
fit your needs.

A lot of event space NYC venues are situated in the Midtown area, although, there are many great
meeting places all over the city which include Governor's Island and the like. Have your meeting or
wedding with views of the beautiful harbor or have it outside in the park. Each of the venues can
accommodate anywhere from thirty guests all the way up to a few thousand so the possibilities here
are nearly boundless.

No matter what the occasion or the number of guests in attendance, there is a venue to satisfy your
needs. You can even decide to have catering and bar service for your party, or several venues may
even allow you to use your own favorite catering service and staff. There are shuttle services and
parking available in most of the packages and depending on where your meeting is located, your
personal event director can also arrange to deliver your guests from their hotels to the meeting and
return them. Airport service can also be an option for the larger sized parties coming in.
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Fred Lannister - About Author:
Looking for the a best clubs nyc? 230-Fifth is a NYC rooftop bar and restaurant. It is also one of the
premeir a event spaces nyc. Visit 230-Fifth.com today.
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